LEVEL

A

Hamster Home

Quick Check

Name

Date

1 This book is mostly about

A what a hamster eats
2 The author’s purpose is

A	to give information
about hamsters

.

B what a hamster needs
.

B	to tell a story about
hamsters

3	
The hamster has a ball. The word ball belongs
in which group?

A a group of toys

B a group of foods

4 How does the hamster feel about his home?

A happy

B mad

5	Which of the following words means a small animal
that looks like a mouse?

A a home

B a hamster

Instructions: Sit next to the student and read the first question as you run your finger under the words. Ask the
student to wait to answer until you have read all the choices. Repeat them if necessary. Have the student choose
the best answer. Repeat with the remaining questions.
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LEVEL

A

Hamster Home

Quick Check Answer Sheet
Main Comprehension Skill: Main Idea and Details

1 This book is mostly about

.

B what a hamster needs Main Idea and Details
2 The author’s purpose is

.

A	to give information about hamsters Author’s Purpose
3	
The hamster has a ball. The word ball belongs
in which group?

A a group of toys Make Inferences / Draw Conclusions
4 How does the hamster feel about his home?

A happy Make Inferences / Draw Conclusions
5	Which of the following words means a small animal
that looks like a mouse?

B a hamster Vocabulary
Instructions: Sit next to the student and read the first question as you run your finger under the words. Ask the
student to wait to answer until you have read all the choices. Repeat them if necessary. Have the student choose
the best answer. Repeat with the remaining questions.
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